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Background History of Committee

The United Nations Commission on Science and Technology for Development

(CSTD) is a subsidiary body of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). It is an

annual intergovernmental forum for discussions on current and relevant issues affecting

science, technology, and development.

Its membership is composed of national governments, but civil society also

contributes to the discussions. It has close links with other UN bodies (Commission on

the Status of Women, regional commissions, ITU, UNESCO).

The distant origins of the CSTD lie in the UN Conference on Science and

Technology for Development, held in Vienna in 1979, which established an

Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development.

In 1992, the General Assembly decided to transform the Committee into a

functional commission of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) and to establish

the CSTD.

The CSTD was created to provide high-level advice to UN through analysis and

policy recommendations:

● Guide the future work of the United Nations.

● Develop common policies

● Agree on appropriate measures

Provide a forum in which countries can address critical challenges and explore

opportunities presented by rapid technological development - ensuring that developing

countries and people are not left behind. The world has changed radically since 1992.
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The seeds of scientific and technological discovery sown in the twentieth century have

grown exponentially. Now it is unparalleled.

Today, CSTD is more important than ever as the opportunities and obstacles at

the intersection of science, technology, and innovation and the need for sustainable

development become increasingly complex, global, and far-reaching.

What does CSTD do?

The CSTD provides the annual intergovernmental platform and forum for

discussion of current and relevant issues affecting science, technology, and

development. It has a long-established process for facilitating dialogue that can lead to

policy change.

Why does CSTD Matter?

The transfer of knowledge, skills, and solutions in the fields of science and

technology can have a profound and lasting impact on the development trajectories of

nations and peoples. Without modern technology and new solutions to old problems,

the world cannot develop or progress - nor can we achieve the Sustainable

Development Goals. CSTD provides a space for crucial discussions on how we can do

this practically, ethically, promptly, and for the benefit of all. It also helps to outline the

challenges - some long-standing and many new - so that we can keep pace with the

rapid advances that are changing the landscape of science and technology fields. The

CSTD provides a space for collaboration among the Member States, academia, civil

society, and business on science and technology for development.
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The CSTD also serves to identify new ways in which developing countries can

contribute to science, technology, and innovation. In some cases, innovation is also

being redefined by developing countries as they seek to meet targets set under the

Sustainable Development Goals.

Introduction

A self-driving car, also known as an autonomous vehicle (AV), is a vehicle

equipped with systems that can allow the vehicle to sense its surroundings and act

accordingly with no human input.

These vehicles use various sensors to supply detailed data input to the software.

Therefore, these sensors allow the vehicle to become fully aware of its surroundings.

Some common types of hardware used in these systems are;

● Thermographic cameras

○ A thermographic camera is a device that creates an image using infrared

(IR) radiation, similar to a normal camera that forms an image using visible

light.

● Radars

○ Radar is a detection system that uses radio waves to determine the

distance (ranging), angle, and radial velocity of objects relative to the site.
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● Lidar sensors

○ Lidar is a method for determining ranges by targeting an object or a

surface with a laser and measuring the time for the reflected light to return

to the receiver.

● Sonar Sensors

○ Sonar is a technique that uses sound propagation to navigate, measure

distances (ranging), and communicate with or detect objects on or under

the surface of the water, such as other vessels.

● GPS

○ The Global Positioning System (GPS), originally Navstar GPS, is a

satellite-based radio navigation system owned by the United States

government and operated by the United States Space Force.

Data gathered from these pieces of hardware help the vehicle identify navigation

paths, obstacles, and other details of its surroundings.

Due to the sole variety of different hardware and software, most manufacturers

have their version of assisted / self driving systems. These systems can be categorized

under 5 levels of autonomy, established by SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers), 0

being no autonomy and 5 being fully autonomous. These levels are discussed in further

detail in the SAE Levels section.

Even though these systems can perform quite well in tests conducted by the

manufacturers, there have already been examples of systems failing and causing

serious harm to others in real-life settings. When investigating the events in which

self-driving systems failed, we could observe that in most situations, instead of the

system having a problem analyzing the surroundings, the malfunction is mostly caused
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by the system making wrong decisions. The decision-making style of a self-driving

vehicle carries out huge importance for the safety of passengers, pedestrians, and other

drivers.

In an instance where an accident is unpredictable, the vehicle may be faced with

various provides the basis for decision-making.

Tesla Autopilot

Tesla Autopilot is a set of Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) features

offered by Tesla that are equivalent to Level 2 vehicle automation. Features include lane

guidance, traffic-aware cruise control, automatic lane change, semi-autonomous

navigation on limited-access highways, autonomous parking, and the ability to summon

the car from a garage or parking space. With all these functions, the driver is

responsible and the car must be constantly monitored.

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the emulation of human intellect in robots that have

been trained to think and act like humans. The phrase may also refer to any machine

that demonstrates human-like characteristics like learning and problem-solving.

Moral Responsibility

Moral responsibility is the position of ethically deserved praise, blame, reward, or

punishment for an act or omission that is in compliance with one's moral responsibilities,
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as defined by philosophy.  A major challenge of ethics is determining what (if anything)

constitutes "morally obligatory."

Waymo

Waymo LLC is a firm that develops autonomous driving technologies in the

United States. It is a division of Alphabet Inc, Google's parent firm. Waymo provides a

commercial self-driving taxi service dubbed "Waymo One" in the greater Phoenix,

Arizona region, with Chandler completely mapped. The firm opened the service to the

public in October 2020, and at the time, it was the first self-driving commercial service

that didn't have safety backup drivers in the car. Waymo also explores driving

technologies for other vehicles, including delivery vans and Class 8 tractor-trailers used

in logistics and delivery.

General Overview

SAE Classificationchoices. As an example, a self-driving vehicle might be forced

to choose either to protect its passengers at all costs or try to cause harm to as less

people as possible even if it means sacrificing 2 of its passengers to save a group of 6

people. This is a basic representation of the ethical dilemma of self-driving vehicles.

With a more developed system in a more complex situation, the vehicle might have to

consider people’s age, gender, ethnicity, and other factors to make the decision that it

thinks makes the most sense.
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It should be known that governments have the ability to accept and refuse the

use of such systems. This means that manufacturers have to create systems that can

respond to critical situations and a large variety of roads. A fully self-driving car should

know how to prevent a crash on a tiny European street and also on the German

autobahn. Countries can have a huge effect on how these systems are programmed

and force manufacturers to tailor the code so that it fits the country’s conditions.

Definition of Key Terms

Self-Driving Car (Autonomous Vehicle)

A self-driving car, also known as an autonomous vehicle (AV), driverless car, or

robotic car (robo-car), is a car that has vehicle automation, i.e., a ground vehicle that is

capable of sensing its environment and moving safely with little or no human

intervention.

Self-driving cars combine a variety of sensors to sense their surroundings.

Advanced control systems interpret the sensory information to identify appropriate

navigation paths as well as obstacles and relevant signage.

Ethical Dilemma

An ethical dilemma is a conflict between alternatives in which, no matter what a

person does, an ethical principle is called into question. Analysis of the options and their

consequences
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SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) Classification System

SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) Classification system involves six levels

of automation, ranging from fully manual to fully automated. It was first published in

2014 by the Society of Automotive Engineers. The classification is based on the amount

of driver intervention and attentiveness required, rather than the vehicle's capabilities,

although these are loosely related. In the United States in 2013, the National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) had released its original formal classification

system. After SAE updated its classification in 2016, called J3016_201609, NHTSA

adopted the SAE standard, and SAE classification became widely accepted.

Figure 1.1: SAE (J3016) Automation Levels

These levels have been significantly criticized for their focus on technology. It has

been argued that the structure of the levels suggests that automation increases linearly

and that more automation is better, which may not always be the case. The SAE Levels

also do not account for changes that may be required to infrastructure and road user

behavior.

Moral Machine

To understand the dilemma of autonomous vehicles, in 2014 a website with the

name “Moral Machine” was created. Moral Machine is an online platform, developed by
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Iyad Rahwan's Scalable Cooperation group at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, that generates moral dilemmas and collects information on the decisions

that people make between two different destructive outcomes. The platform is the idea

of Iyad Rahwan and social psychologists Azim Shariff and Jean-François Bonnefon,

who conceived of the idea ahead of the publication of their article about the ethics of

self-driving cars. The key contributors to building the platform were MIT Media Lab

graduate students Edmond Awad and Sohan Dsouza.

The scenarios presented are often variations of the trolley problem, a series of

thought experiments meant to challenge one’s ethics, morals, and psychology by

putting them in a scenario where they are a bystander and have to decide whether to

intervene to sacrifice one person or to ignore the situation, causing the death of 5

people. The information collected from the Moral Machine would be used for further

research regarding the decisions that machine intelligence must make in the future. For

example, as artificial intelligence plays an increasingly significant role in autonomous

driving technology, research projects like Moral Machine help to find solutions for

challenging life-and-death decisions that will be faced by self-driving vehicles.

Moral Machine was active from January 2016 to July 2020. The Moral Machine

continues to be available on their website for people to experience.

The Moral Machine was an ambitious project; it was the first attempt at using

such an experimental design to test a large number of humans in over 200 countries

worldwide. The study was approved by the Institute Review Board (IRB) at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

The setup of the experiment asks the viewer to make a decision on a single

scenario in which a self-driving car is about to hit pedestrians. The user can decide to
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have the car either swerve to avoid hitting the pedestrians or keep going straight to

preserve the lives it is transporting.

Participants can complete as many scenarios as they want to, however the

scenarios themselves are generated in thirteen groups. Within this thirteen, a single

scenario is entirely random while the other twelve are generated from a space in a

database of 26 million different possibilities. They are chosen with two dilemmas

focused on each of six dimensions of moral preferences: character gender, character

age, character physical fitness, character social status, character species, and

character number.

The experiment setup remains the same throughout multiple scenarios but each

scenario tests a different set of factors. Most notably, the characters involved in the

scenario are different in each one. Characters may include ones such as: Stroller, girl,

boy, pregnant, Male Doctor, Female Doctor, Female Athlete, Executive Female, Male

Athlete, Executive Male, Large Woman, Large Man, homeless, older man, old woman,

dog, criminal, and a cat.

Through these different characters, researchers were able to understand how a

wide variety of people will judge scenarios based on those involved.

Analysis of the data collected through Moral Machine showed broad differences

in relative preferences among different countries and correlations between these

preferences and various national metrics.

The data were synthesized by a conjoint analysis to compute the average

marginal component effect (AMCE) of each attribute that the Moral Machine tested.

These attributes tested nine factors: sparing humans (versus pets), staying on course
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(versus swerving), sparing passengers (versus pedestrians), sparing more lives (versus

fewer lives), sparing men (versus women), sparing the young (versus the elderly),

sparing pedestrians who cross legally (versus jaywalking), sparing the fit (versus the

less fit), and sparing those with higher social status (versus lower social status). Some

characters possessed other attributes (such as pregnancy, doctors, criminals, etc.) That

did not fall into these tested factors.

Globally, participants favored human lives over the lives of animals like dogs and

cats. They wanted to spare more lives than less and also wanted to spare younger lives

as compared to older. Babies were most often spared with cats being the least spared.

In terms of gender variations, male doctors and old men were spared more so than

female doctors and old women. While female athletes and larger females were spared

more so than male athletes and larger men.

Cultural clusters.

Because the experiment was run on a global scale, researchers were able to

further break down data to see what separate cultures and regions value. To conduct

this detailed analysis, researchers looked at 130 countries with at least 100 people who

gave data to the Morale Machine.

Researchers were able to separate out similar findings into multiple groups of

regions on earth which they termes ‘cultural clusters’.

The first cluster, which researchers dubbed the Western cluster, contains North

America and European countries of Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox Christian

cultural groups. The second cluster termed the Eastern cluster, contains eastern
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countries such as Japan and Taiwan as well as Islamic countries such as Indonesia,

Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia. The third cluster, termed the Southern cluster, consists of

the Latin American countries of Central and South America as well as some countries

with French influence such as French overseas territories, and ones that were at some

point under French leadership.

Being able to show cultural clusters of information suggests that there are

regional and cultural-specific moral patterns that may allow groups of territories to have

a shared standard of ethics when it comes to machines.

Researchers found that cultural clusters varied in a few ways. The Eastern

cluster, for example, did not have as much preference to spare younger humans

compared to the other two clusters and had a higher preference for sparing lawful

humans. The Western cluster had a higher preference for inaction on the part of the

driver and thus had less of a preference for sparing pedestrians as compared to other

clusters. The Southern cluster had a higher preference for sparing females, the young,

and those of higher status.

Source data and code to reproduce results of the analysis can be found on the

existing Morale Machine site. The data can be used by other researchers to draw

different conclusions and analyses. Be sure to check the source for licensing concerns.

Rationale for liability

There are different opinions on who should be held liable in case of a crash,

especially with people being hurt. One study suggests requesting the owners of

self-driving cars to sign end-user license agreements (EULAs), assigning to them
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accountability for any accidents.] Other studies suggest introducing a tax or insurance

that would protect owners and users of automated vehicles from claims made by victims

of an accident. Other possible parties that can be held responsible in case of a technical

failure include software engineers that programmed the code for the automated

operation of the vehicles and suppliers of components of the AV.

Implications from the Trolley Problem

A moral dilemma that a software engineer or car manufacturer might face in

programming the operating software of a self-driving vehicle is captured in a variation of

the traditional ethical thought experiment, the trolley problem: An AV is driving with

passengers when suddenly a person appears in its way and the car has to commit

between one of two options, either to run the person over or to avoid hitting the person

by swerving into a wall, killing the passengers. Researchers have suggested, in

particular, two ethical theories to be applicable to the behavior of automated vehicles in

cases of emergency: deontology and utilitarianism.] Deontological theory suggests that

an automated car needs to follow strict written-out rules that it needs to follow in any

situation. Utilitarianism, on the other hand, promotes maximizing the number of people

surviving in a crash. Critics suggest that automated vehicles should adapt a mix of

multiple theories to be able to respond morally right in the instance of a crash. Recently,

some specific ethical frameworks i.e., utilitarianism, deontology, relativism, absolutism

(monism), and pluralism, are investigated empirically concerning the acceptance of

self-driving cars in unavoidable accidents.

According to research, people overwhelmingly express a preference for

autonomous vehicles to be programmed with utilitarian ideas, that is, in a manner that

generates the least harm and minimizes driving casualties. While people want others to
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purchase utilitarian promoting vehicles, they themselves prefer to ride in vehicles that

prioritize the lives of people inside the vehicle at all costs.] This presents a paradox in

which people prefer that others drive utilitarian vehicles designed to maximize the lives

preserved in a fatal situation but want to ride in cars that prioritize the safety of

passengers at all costs. People disapprove of regulations that promote utilitarian views

and would be less willing to purchase a self-driving car that may opt to promote the

greatest good at the expense of its passengers.

Bonnefon et al. concluded that the regulation of autonomous vehicle ethical

prescriptions may be counterproductive to societal safety. This is because, if the

government mandates utilitarian ethics and people prefer to ride in self-protective cars,

it could prevent the large scale implementation of self-driving cars. Delaying the

adoption of autonomous cars vitiates the safety of society as a whole because this

technology is projected to save so many lives.

Privacy

Privacy-related issues arise mainly from the interconnectivity of automated cars,

making it just another mobile device that can gather any information about an individual.

This information gathering ranges from the tracking of the routes taken, voice recording,

video recording, preferences in media that are consumed in the car, and behavioral

patterns, to many more streams of information.] The data and communications

infrastructure needed to support these vehicles may also be capable of surveillance,

especially if coupled to other data sets and advanced analytics.
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Autonomous vs. automated

Autonomous means self-governing. Many historical projects related to vehicle

automation have been automated (made automatic) subject to a heavy reliance on

artificial aids in their environment, such as magnetic strips. Autonomous control implies

satisfactory performance under significant uncertainties in the environment, and the

ability to compensate for system failures without external intervention.

One approach is to implement communication networks both in the immediate

vicinity (for collision avoidance) and farther away (for congestion management). Such

outside influences in the decision process reduce an individual vehicle's autonomy,

while still not requiring human intervention.

As of 2017, most commercial projects focused on automated vehicles that did not

communicate with other cars or with an enveloping management regime. EuroNCAP

defines autonomous in "Autonomous Emergency Braking" as: "the system acts

independently of the driver to avoid or mitigate the accident", which implies the

autonomous system is not the driver.

In Europe, the words automated and autonomous might be used together. For

instance, Regulation (EU) 2019/2144 of the European Parliament and of the Council of

27 November 2019 on type-approval requirements for motor vehicles defines

"automated vehicle" and "fully automated vehicle" based on their autonomous capacity:

● "automated vehicle" means a motor vehicle designed and constructed to move

autonomously for certain periods of time without continuous driver supervision

but in respect of which driver intervention is still expected or required:
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● "fully automated vehicle" means a motor vehicle that has been designed and

constructed to move autonomously without any driver supervision;

In British English, the word automated alone might have several meaning, such

in the sentence: "Thatcham also found that the automated lane keeping systems could

only meet two out of the twelve principles required to guarantee safety, going on to say

they cannot, therefore, be classed as ‘automated driving’, instead it claims the tech

should be classed as ‘assisted driving’.": The first occurrence of the "automated" word

refers to an Unece automated system, while the second occurrence refers to the British

legal definition of an automated vehicle. The British law interprets the meaning of

"automated vehicle" based on the interpretation section related to a vehicle "driving

itself" and an insured vehicle.

Modularity

Autonomous vehicles are more modular since they are made up of several

modules which will be explained hereafter through a Layered Modular Architecture. The

Layered Modular Architecture extends the architecture of purely physical vehicles by

incorporating four loosely coupled layers of devices, networks, services and contents

into Autonomous Vehicles. These loosely coupled layers can interact through certain

standardized interfaces.

1. The first layer of this architecture consists of the device layer. This layer consists

of the following two parts: logical capability and physical machinery. The physical

machinery refers to the actual vehicle itself (e.g. chassis and carrosserie). When
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it comes to digital technologies, the physical machinery is accompanied by a

logical capability layer in the form of operating systems that helps to guide the

vehicles itself and make it autonomous. The logical capability provides control

over the vehicle and connects it with the other layers.;

2. On top of the device layer comes the network layer. This layer also consists of

two different parts: physical transport and logical transmission. The physical

transport layer refers to the radars, sensors and cables of the autonomous

vehicles which enable the transmission of digital information. Next to that, the

network layer of autonomous vehicles also has a logical transmission that

contains communication protocols and network standards to communicate the

digital information with other networks and platforms or between layers. This

increases the accessibility of the autonomous vehicles and enables the

computational power of a network or platform.;

3. The service layer contains the applications and their functionalities that serves

the autonomous vehicle (and its owners) as they extract, create, store and

consume content with regards to their own driving history, traffic congestion,

roads or parking abilities for example.; and

4. The final layer of the model is the contents layer. This layer contains the sounds,

images and videos. The autonomous vehicles store, extract and use to act upon

and improve their driving and understanding of the environment. The contents

layer also provides metadata and directory information about the content's origin,

ownership, copyright, encoding methods, content tags, Geo-time stamps, and so

on (Yoo et al., 2010).
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Regulation

In 2010s, it had been worried about the uncertainty that potential future

regulation may delay deployment of automated cars on the road. However, as written in

UNECE WP.29 GRVA, international regulation for Level 3 was smoothly established in

2020, and the uncertainty was resolved. As of 2022 in practice, it is actually very difficult

to be approved as Level 3.

Deceptive marketing

As Tesla's "Full Self-Driving (FSD)" actually corresponds to Level 2, senators

called for investigation to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) about their marketing

claims in August 2021. And in December 2021 in Japan, Mercedes-Benz Japan Co.,

Ltd. was punished by the Consumer Affairs Agency for the descriptions in their

handouts that are different from the fact.

It was in July 2016, following a fatal crash by a Tesla car operating in "Autopilot"

mode, that Mercedes-Benz was also slammed misleading over their commercial of

E-Class models which had been available with "Drive Pilot". At that time,

Mercedes-Benz stopped its "self-driving car" ad campaign which had been running in

the United States, after they once rejected the claims.

Employment

Companies working on the technology have an increasing recruitment problem in

that the available talent pool has not grown with demand. As such, education and

training by third-party organizations such as providers of online courses and self-taught

community-driven projects such as DIY Robocars and Formula Pi have quickly grown in

popularity, while university level extra-curricular programmed such as Formula Student
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Driver-less have bolstered graduate experience. Industry is steadily increasing freely

available information sources, such as code, datasets and glossaries to widen the

recruitment pool.

National security

In 2020s, from the importance of the automotive sector to the nation, self-driving

car has become a topic of national security. The concerns regarding cybersecurity and

data protection are not only important for user protection, but also in the context of

national security. The trove of data collected by self-driving cars, paired with

cybersecurity vulnerabilities, creates an appealing target for intelligence collection.

Self-driving cars are required to be considered in a new way when it comes to

espionage risk.

It was in July 2018 that a former Apple engineer was arrested by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) at San Jose International Airport (SJC) while preparing to

board a flight to China and charged with stealing proprietary information related to

Apple’s self-driving car project. And in January 2019, another Apple employee was

charged with stealing self-driving car project secrets.

Also, emerging Cellular V2X (Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything) technologies are

based on 5G wireless networks.

The findings from the moral machine can help decision makers when designing

self-driving automotive systems. Designers must make sure that these vehicles are able

to solve problems on the road that aligns with the moral values of humans around it.
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This is a challenge because of the complex nature of humans who may all make

different decisions based on their personal values. However, by collecting a large

amount of decisions from humans all over the world, researchers can begin to

understand patterns in the context of a particular culture, community, and people.

Major Countries Involved

United States of America

According to Confused.com’s scoring system, the United States takes the AV

crown with a score of 8.62/10, beating second-place Japan by 1.03 points, the largest

margin in the top five as well. There were a few major factors that helped the United

States take the top spot.

First, 50 AV companies are headquartered on US soil. The second closest in the

top 30 countries is Israel with 11 autonomous vehicle startups. It makes sense that

those 50 companies would choose the United States because every single one of them

has over $50 million in investments.

Japan

Japan takes the number-two spot and, although it doesn’t lead in most

categories, the country scores consistently high across the board. One factor that

helped catapult Japan to silver is legislation. Japan is one of the few countries that

legally allows autonomous vehicles on roads beyond a testing capacity. As a result, it

received a score of 4/4. Hopefully Japanese automakers promote EVs just as hard as

their country is supporting AVs.
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France

France doesn’t score any top marks on its AV report card, but it still scored high

enough in each category to claim a global bronze. Per one million people, France has

nearly double the amount of public EV chargers compared to the United States, and the

country earned decent marks in road quality and customer acceptance.

United Kingdom (UK)

The UK takes fourth based on its company headquarters (5) and legislation.

Speaking of the latter, the UK technically does permit Autonomous Vehicles, but in

practice, other restrictions prevent them from being operated.

While British companies are investing in a future with AVs, people of the country are not

as interested. Consumer interest was down 11% in 2021 compared to a year prior.

Germany

Deutschland closes out the top five thanks to its top-notch legislation in support

of AVs as well as an impressive number of patents, despite only one single company

calling the country home.
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